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Mark Levin Slams The Democrats
For Smearing Brett Kavanaugh
“Control. That’s what it’s all about.”

Syndicated radio
personality and CRTV host,
Mark Levin ripped the
democrats for stooping to
new lows in their attempts
SAUL LOEB By JACOB AIREY
to smear Supreme Court
nominee Brett Kavanaugh. “I think the
Democrats on the Judiciary Committee and the
Democrats in the media have a lot to atone for,
quite frankly,” he said. “What you see here,
ladies and gentlemen, is a battle between
those who support the Constitution and those
who don’t.”

The bestselling author made the comments
on his Wednesday night radio program.
“Those who support constitutional-ism
and those who support progressivism,” he
continued. “You see the battle between
them and the President of the United
States and how they’re trying to destroy
him and his family. Progressives are not
compassionate; progressives don’t have
big hearts.”
Levin slammed the Democrats for their
behavior regarding Kavanaugh’s hearings
and their willingness to accept the
allegations of his accuser Dr. Christina Ford
without evidence. “Chuck Schumer is the
de facto lawyer to Dr. Ford,” he opined.
“Chuck Schumer is no doubt working with the
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Democrat left-wing lawyers.”
Levin continued, “They insist on blocking
[Brett Kavanaugh] because they want to take
over the Senate. That’s why. We all know
what’s going on.”

The ‘Life, Liberty, Levin’ host accused
the Democrats of smearing Kavanaugh
because of his traditionalist views of
the Constitution as foundational. Levin
explained that the Left see it as a “living,
breathing” document that can change
over time. Thus for the Democrats, this
disqualifies Kavanaugh and he must be
stopped. “Power, baby! Control. That’s what
it’s all about,” Levin concluded.

The Washington Post revealed on
Sunday that Christine Blasey Ford,
a California professor, is the person
who now accuses Supreme Court
nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh of a
“rape attempt” back when they were
both in high school in the 1980’s.

In a Washington Post piece on Sunday,
Ford, a psychology professor, described her
alleged encounter with Kavanaugh back
in high school, in which she now accuses
Kavanaugh of pinning her to a bed in 1982
and attempted to force himself on her.
Ford never told anyone of any supposed
incident until 2012, when she discussed
the matter with a therapist during marital
counseling. Her current account has several
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discrepancies with how she
described it to the therapist
six years ago. She said that
Kavanaugh reportedly “groped
her over her clothes, grinding
his body against hers and
clumsily attempting to pull off
her one-piece bathing suit and the clothing she wore
over it.” Ford described the incident as a
“rape attempt.”

MOCKERS OF GOD RULE THIS
NATION AND INDOCTRINATE
OUR YOUTH????

“I thought he might inadvertently kill me. He was trying to
attack me and remove my clothing,” Ford added.

Ford told the Post that Kavanaugh and his friend,
Mark Judge, were both “stumbling drunk” when
they both took her to a bedroom while they were
at a house in suburban Maryland. Kavanaugh and
Judge were both teenage students at Georgetown
Preparatory School.

However, Ford has no recollection of how she got to
the house in question or the exact time of the alleged
incident. She also cannot recall how she allegedly met
Brett Kavanaugh. Kavanaugh emphatically denied the
allegations, which were reported last week after Sen.
Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) referred a letter to
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
regarding this letter.
He continues to deny the accusations brought against
him. Judge Kavanaugh said in a statement on Sunday,
“I categorically and unequivocally deny this allegation.
I did not do this back in high school or at any time.”

Kavanaugh’s accuser said that she was able to escape
when Judge jumped on top of both of them and
separated Kavanaugh and Ford. Ford then said she
locked herself in a nearby bathroom for roughly five
minutes before leaving the house.

Look at Judge Kavanaugh’s
accuser! Christine Blasey Ford

ANOTHER NASTY WOMAN SLANDERS A
DECENT GOD-FEARING MAN WITH NO
EVIDENCE AND DIFFERENT ACCOUNTS
OF HER ACCUSATIONS OF ATTEMPTED RAPE!
CHRISTIAN WOMEN; WHERE ARE YOUR VOICES?????
HOW MUCH LONGER WILL WE SIT BACK AND ALLOW
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As Christians, our freedom,
liberty and rights are being
threatened. We need to
understand what is at stake.
Intercessors with Insight are
facing down the enemies
of God. We are recruiting,
training and sending forth
prayer Eagles like never before.
Please stay on board and keep
WATCH FAYE ON
sponsoring this ministry.
YOUTUBE
This week we must bind lies
of lying liberals controlling
our media, Congress, FBI, CIA, DOJ, and Intelligence
agencies. Also, we bind the lies of the accusers in the
Nasty Women’s movement.

Read current event info carefully.

The only refuge is the Word of God. The Palo Alto
University professor who accused Supreme Court
nominee Brett Kavanaugh of trying to rape her while
in high school, said she will testify in public before the
Senate Judiciary Committee.

But who is Christina Blasey Ford?

As reported by Heavy.com, Christine graduated from
the all-girl Holton-Arms School in 1984, located in
Bethesda, Maryland and seven miles away from
Georgetown Prep, the all-boys school that Kavanaugh
attended at the same time. She has also written a
number of journals, including “Does Gender Moderate
the Relationship Between Childhood Maltreatment &
Adult Depression?.”

Christine Blasey exposed for ties to
Big Pharmacy abortion pill maker…effort to
derail Kavanaugh is plot to protect abortion
industry profits Mike Adams

Ford, who claims — without any evidence — that
Kavanaugh inappropriately touched her at a drunken
party while in high school, turns out to have ties
to an abortion pill pharmaceutical company called
Corcept Therapeutics. This discovery brings to light an
obvious conflict of interest in Blasey’s story, revealing
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that she works for a pharmaceutical company that
manufacturers an abortion pill drug, whose profits
could be strongly impacted by future Supreme Court
decisions on abortion rights.
Corcept Therapeutics (Corcept.com) manufacturers
and markets an abortion pill drug called mifepristone,
and Christine Blasey Ford is a co-author of at least
eight published scientific papers produced
by the pharmaceutical giant to promote its
pills. You can see Blasey’s name listed on
several publications at this Corcept.com
web page detailing their research papers.
Corcept Therapeutics, Inc., a $166 billion
market cap company (stock symbol CORT)
reportedly has current annual sales of $216 million.
The company offers just one drug, mifepristone,
which is widely known as an “abortion pill” or RU-486.
Many drugs have multiple uses, and mifepristone
— brand name “Korlym” at Corcept — is currently
marketed by the company for the treatment of
Cushing’s syndrome. (h/t to The Gateway Pundit for
initial work on this breaking story.)
Like all FDA-approved drugs, mifepristone is
frequently prescribed off-label, meaning doctors
prescribe it for conditions that it has never been
approved to treat. It is well known throughout the
medical industry that doctors routinely prescribe
this drug to terminate unwanted pregnancies. It is a
covert “abortion drug,” in other words.
If Kavanaugh were to be confirmed on the U.S.
Supreme Court and be part of a decision that
overturns Roe vs. Wade, it would make the
prescribing of Corcept’s drug for abortion illegal,
directly impacting the bottom line profits of the
company. Kavanaugh, accuser, leans on Democratic
operative for advice. Christine Blasey Ford
is looking to Ricki Seidman, who helped
prepare Anita Hill, to help her navigate a
potential hearing.

Christine Blasey Ford Hires Andrew
McCabe Lawyer Who Was Iran
Contra Assoc. Counsel

CORRUPTION(Gateway Pundit) – The Deep State

push to block the Supreme
Court nomination of
Judge Brett Kavanaugh
just got reinforcements
with the hiring by accuser
Don’t Miss
Dr. Christine Blasey Ford
Saturday’s Patriotic
of Michael Bromwich, a
Prayer
lawyer representing fired
Conference Call
FBI Deputy
w/ Faye’s weekly updates for
Director Andrew
specific intercession.
McCabe and
Every Saturday – 2pm EST
whose work
712.432.0900
in Washington
Call Insight (407.265.0700)
goes back to
Press 2 for access code
the Iran Contra
investigation.
Bromwich will be joining Blasey Ford’s current
attorneys on the case, Debra Katz and Lisa Banks.
He has just resigned from his law firm effective
immediately in light of objections within the
partnership.” (Robbins, Russell, Englert, Orseck, Untereiner
& Sauber LLP) UPDATE: Christine Ford’s Unhinged
Attorney Is Wearing Radical Socialist Power Fist T-Shirt
at anti-Trump Protest (VIDEO) by Jim Hoft
Ford picked at least two far left attorneys to represent
her and top Democrat advisers helped her plot
her strategy to stall the process and smear Judge
Kavanaugh. Ford and her attorneys continue to
delay the process in hopes of ending Kavanaugh’s
confirmation process. According to Tucker Carlson,
Democrats know if they delay the Kavanaugh vote for
another week his confirmation process will be over.
Yesterday video was revealed of Ford’s far left
Attorney Debra Katz talking to reporters as an antiTrump rally in Washington DC.Daily Caller caught
the wild-eyed attorney at an anti-Trump.
If you take a closer look at attorney Katz
she is wearing a radical Socialist power
fist T-shirt. Here is a closer look. Katz is
wearing a radical Socialist T-shirt. It should
be obvious at this point what is really
going on here. This is the resistance in
action — doing whatever they can to thwart the will
of American voters.
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CAL THOMAS: DEMOCRATS’ KAVANAUGH SMEARS YE
TANOTHER EFFORT TO REVERSE 2016 ELECTION RESULTS

PRAYER POINTS
I HEARD THE LORD SAY “UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, GET READY FOR ANOTHER MAJOR
DEMONSTRATION OF MY POWER”
by Lana Vawser Ministries

Recently I heard the Lord say “United States of
America, get ready for another major demonstration
of My power.” Instantly I saw a huge whirlwind of
the Spirit of God building momentum and coming
towards the nation. This whirlwind was the whirlwind
of acceleration and major demonstration of the
power of God being released. As I am watching this
whirlwind it was coming with a specific purpose, it
was coming to “usher Him in”. It was coming to usher
in the King of Glory (Psalm 24) and to release major
demonstrative moves of His power across the nation.
As I am watching this take place I hear these words
booming so loudly in the Spirit “EVERY CORNER OF
THE NATION SHALL SEE MY POWER!” It was such
a strong decree that the power of God was going to
be demonstrated in such a significant way that ALL
WOULD SEE. Not just in one place, not just in a few
places, but the Lord’s heart is to demonstrate His
power and to show Himself as strong.
The words then resounded loudly all around me “THE
KING OF GLORY IS STEPPING IN! THE KING OF GLORY IS
STEPPING IN. THE KING OF GLORY IS STEPPING IN WITH A
ROAR OF JUSTICE!”

And I heard Him speak: “My Roar will be heard far

and wide. My Roar will be heard far and wide. Nothing
will stand against My power. Nothing will stand against
My Word, for the time has come for the United States
to move further into the destiny that I have for her.
It’s time for her to be LOOSED from the chains that
have held her so long. I have brought great freedom in
this season in the United States, but I decree over My
beloved United States of America, that you are now
moving into a time of seeing a greater demonstration

of My power. My power is going to be displayed. There
will be a great rearrange. There will be a turning of
a new page, and the United States will NO LONGER
BE TIED TO WHAT HAS BEEN but I am decreeing that
it’s time for the United States to move into a season
of being UN TIED!!!!! Where the enemy has been
working hard to keep chains around many things and
places in the United States, I am now decreeing a new
level of breakthrough and manifestation of being UN
TIED! Freedom! For My Roar of justice is going forth
and NOTHING will stop My power. Nothing will stop
My provision. Nothing will stop My decree. For I am
wanting to release My power and My goodness across
the nation in a more significant way than has ever
been seen, which will prepare the nation, prepare you
My people to see My Glory flood in like never before.
My roar of justice will NOT be overcome. My roar of
justice will be heard far and wide and the redemption
and restoration of My hand and heart will be released
upon the nation in greater ways. You are about to see
another MAJOR demonstration of My power. It’s time!
It has arrived! It is time! It is time!”
I saw a HUGE gavel coming out of heaven and landing
heavily upon the nation. The gavel was SO BIG that
it covered the entire nation, and the Lord spoke
“EVERY part of the nation will be affected. It’s a tidal
wave of My justice! It’s a tidal wave of My justice!
It’s an earthquake of My Glory and alignment. There
is another level of alignment being released in the
United States that is going to be seen in MAJOR ways
in the coming days. Call it in My people! Call it in My
people! Call it in My people! You have no grid for
what I am about to do, for it will leave you in awe and
wonder of who I am and what I can do.”

THE LAND WILL BE COVERED IN AWE! THE
LAND WILL BE COVERED IN AWE! I heard the

Lord say “The land will be covered in awe” and I
saw the United states covered in what looked like a
HUGE golden blanket, it covered every part of the
nation, it was like a heavy blanket of the Glory of
God. It was SO heavy, SO weighty and SO beautiful
and the sense surrounded me that as another MAJOR
demonstration of the power of God is released upon
the nation, the FEAR OF GOD is going to be restored
to the land. The land will be covered in the awe of
God. The atmosphere was full of the sense that this
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great demonstration of His power would usher in a
greater harvest. The atmosphere was electric with
Philippians 2:9-10:
“Because of that obedience, God exalted him and
multiplied his greatness! He has now been given the
greatest of all names! The authority of the name
of Jesus causes every knee to bow in reverence!
Everything and everyone will one day submit to this
name—in the heavenly realm, in the earthly realm,
and in the demonic realm.” - Philippians 2:9-10 (The
Passion Translation)

I AM SENDING ANOTHER
BREAKER I heard the Lord say “I am
sending another breaker, I am sending
another breaker” and I saw the angel

The enemy is prowling around like a roaring lion
seeking whom to devour (1 Peter 5:8) but now the
Lord is going to show Himself as the LION OF JUDAH
who ROARS and nothing stands against His ROAR.

I heard the Lord say:

The UNITED STATES OF AMERICA NOT ONLY WILL YOU BE
UNTIED BUT YOU WILL BE UNLOCKED. There is another

realm of UNLOCKING that the Lord is going to bring
forth in this next major demonstration of His power. As
this unlocking takes place the TREASURE that the Lord
has put in the nation of the United States is going to
come to the surface.
In this great unlocking the “treasury
of heaven” is going to pour down like
never before in the nation. Another
major demonstration of the destiny of
the United States becoming SUDDENLY
manifest. The dogs of darkness will be
chased out of many areas of the United
States by this major demonstration
of the power of God and the divine
treasure God has placed within the nation will be
searched out and caused to FLOURISH in the nation
and catapult her further into her destiny.

“SING MY
SONG OVER
THE NATION”

Gabriel land in the nation and He was
coming to announce the decree of
God. He had a trumpet in His hand to
announce and herald in the shift that is
about to take place in the nation.
He had come to trumpet the beginning
of another major move of the power of God in
the nation. As he blew the trumpet, I saw a LARGE
book over the United States and the hand of the
Lord turned the page. It was time for a NEW PAGE,
it was time for a NEW SCRIPT, the NEW decree of
the Lord. The time had come! The new beginning of
seeing the power of God demonstrated. The Lord
is going to reveal Himself in greater ways again,
yet in a completely new way, that He is the God of
breakthrough, that He is the God of justice, that He
is the God of the impossible. There is about to be
another major demonstration of His power.

I heard the Lord speak:

“Anything that tries to get written over My Script will
be overcome by the power of My Blood”
He is going to reveal Himself as the Mighty Warrior.
He is going to reveal Himself as the Dread Champion.
He is going to reveal Himself in the United States of
America as the King of Kings . The United States of
America is about to see Him as the LION like never
before.

PEOPLE OF GOD, STAY ON THE WALL AND
WATCH MANY WALLS FALL

This is a very strategic time right now and the Lord
is calling His people to MAKE SURE they remain on
the wall of intercession. Stay on the wall and pray
and decree what the Lord is saying. Don’t stop! Keep
interceding for as this next major move of the power
of God is released, MANY WALLS that have stood
in opposition to the Word of God and His plans
are going to SUDDENLY FALL. They are going to

SUDDENLY FALL.
I heard Him say:

“SING MY SONG OVER THE NATION” - It was such a
beautiful invitation to keep seeking the heart of God
and to listen to what He is singing over the nation.
For as His song is sung over the nation, MANY walls
will fall. As the decree of God is sung over the nation,
many walls will fall. As I began to hear these songs of
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the Lord over the nation, they were all songs of WHO
He is. They were all songs of declaration of His nature,
His goodness.
“God the healer” (Exodus 15:26)
“God the Redeemer” (Job 19:25)
“God the Strongtower” (Proverbs 18:10)
“God the warrior” (Psalm 86:10)
“Jesus is Lord” (1 Corinthians 8:6)
“God the God of breakthrough” (2 Samuel 5:20)
“God the God of increase” (Deuteronomy 1:11)
“God, the God of freedom and life” (John 10:10, John
8:36)
All of these songs were coming together and
decreeing one truth “Jesus is Lord and He is worthy to
be praised! The Lamb who was slain! The Lion who has
triumphed!”

These major declarations of who He is being
declared in SONG over the nation was bringing
MAJOR SHIFTS. As these songs were being sung
over the nation, a NEW SONG was being released
out of the nation. As these songs were being sung
over the nation, a NEW SONG of the God who HAS
OVERCOME and OVERCOMES and the God of
POWER was being sent out like arrows into another
nations to release impartation and revelation of who
Jesus is and igniting the fire of His love in many other
places and nations. People of God, don’t leave the
wall. Don’t stop interceding. Don’t stop singing the
song of the Lord over the nation.

I HEARD HIM SAY “IT’S THE SEASON OF THE
SWORD AND THE ARROW”

I then had a vision and saw that the Lord has been
training His people that are leaning in to use their
sword and release the arrows.There is only one
strong, safe, and secure place for me; it’s in God alone
and I love him!He’s the one who gives me strength
and skill for the battle. - Psalm 144:1 (The Passion
Translation) “Blessed be the Lord, my Rock and my
great strength, Who trains my hands for war, and my
fingers for battle;” (English Standard Version)
Those that are leaning into the Lord and seeking His
heart, I prophesy over you that the Lord is about to
increase strategy in your life. He is about to open
the Word of God to you in greater ways, what He is

speaking and His truth over the nation of the United
States. He has been training you to use your sword in
this season and to fire the arrows of strategy through
prayer, but it is about to increase like never before.
It is time to really lean in and be vigilant and seeking
the Lord’s heart, remaining deep in His Word to know
how to yield your sword in greater ways and to fire
the arrows of strategy through your intercession to
partner with Him, to usher in another major move of
His power that He wants to demonstrate.
Stand! Stand! Stand! Another major demonstration
of His power is at hand!

UPDATE FROM FAYE: WE HAVE ARRIVED!
Dear Eagles,

This is the third time I have written this Faye’s Facts” It
has been very difficult.
It was done last week except for editing, which I do
each week prior to sending manuscript to graphic
designer. I stopped to rest a few minutes and when I
started to stand up I was not able to walk. Shocked
because I was getting so much better and stronger
since our Branson Summit. Other things began to
follow and for three days I was sooooo confused
at another demonic attack on my health. I sought
the Lord and watched so many of our prayers being
answered it was definitely testing time.
Voices for me to throw in the towel…..no hope….you
are done…..God is not going to meet your needs….
Why do you care????? And more….I answered the
voices with the Word of God and rebuked their
accusations and kept seeking God for the answer. I
got my answer. Praise the Lord! Will go more
into this next week because what is happening in
our government right now is direct answers to our
prayers. We need to thank God for revealing those
deep corrupt politicians that must go NOW>>>
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The Scriptures the Lord revealed to me was:
2 Peter 2:16 But was rebuked for his iniquity: the
dumb ass speaking with man’s voice for bad the
madness of the prophet.

2 Peter 2:17 These are the well without water, clouds
that are with a tempest; to home the mist of darkness
is reserved for ever. It is to my understanding that
Peter was prophesying our new modern age, our
media means of communication as will be explained.

2 Peter 2:17 These are the well without water, clouds

that are with a tempest; to whom the mist of darkness
is reserved for ever.
The battle over our nation is not about sex abuse. It is
about the Democrats push to hook wink our Supreme
Court. The lying liberals have used this tactic since
they used the atheist Supreme Court justices to
redefine our U S Constitution to remove prayer, Bibles
and God from our schools and the public square.
Think about it!
Intercessors with Insight have been praying for
the reversal of the unconstitutional ruling of the
separation of church and state for a couple of years.
We have prayed for God to bring down the kingdom
of liberals’ darkness and corrupt elected politicians.
We prayed for their corruption to come to light and
they would lose their power and be removed from
office. We bound Communist take over of this

The Lord revealed it is our vision to place
Bibles in the hands of our youth that Satan wants to
end. God is delivering America right now……We will
stay on the Wall.. Right now we need to pray for the
spirit of Esther to come forth and the Human’s spirit
to be rebuked. If we pray and vote God will thwart
Obama’s plan to transform America into his image.

Esther 6:6 (CSB) Haman entered, and the king

asked him, “What should be done for the man the king
wants to honor?” Haman thought to himself, “Who is
it the king would want to honor more than me?”

LIBERAL Democrats’ TAKE OVER OF AMERICA is
BEING REVERSED. PRAISE THE LORD!
HELP ME STAY ON THE WALL…ON TELEVISION…..
FACEBOOK, YOUTUBE…..OUR INTERCESSORS ARE EAGLES.

SO MANY DOORS ARE OPENING…….HELP ME
WALK THROUGH THEM. I AM DECREEING TODAY
THE LIBERAL NASTY ACCUSER WILL NOT APPEAR
TO ACCUSE JUDGE KAVANAUGH NOR TAKE DOWN
ANOTHER DECENT CONSERVATIVE LEADER.

ALL CHRISTIANS MUST VOTE NOV. 6TH

Republicans voting with Democrats need to go Nov.
6th…….Watch and Pray.

nation. We have arrived, my friends.

Democrat liberals have hijacked our Nation. They
have revised our nation’s history. They have revised
the meaning of our Constitution. They have hi
jacked our education and class rooms from K –
higher learning. They have hi jacked women’s rights,
replacing them with Nasty Women’s vicious New Age
ideology. Now they plan to change the rules of our
courts using a lying liberals creating a lie to push the
Dems agenda to protect their power of the Court.
God revealed to me that our prayers are holding back
the enemies take over of this God blessed nation.
This week, read and decree the vision above. The
devil wants my voice silenced. Now is not the time.
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